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.A:RT. XXX.-On the Origin of Prairies i by JAMES D. DANA. 

IN the articles on the Origin of Prairies recently communi. 
cated to this Journal by Prof. Winchell and Mr. Lesquereux/ 
presenting independent theories, the view that this origin is in 

1 See for Prof. Winchell's paper, xxxviii, p. 332, and for Mr. Lesquereux's, xxxix, 
31 '7, and xl, 23. Prof. Winchell supposes that the soil of the prairies is of lacus
trine origin, produced during an epoch of a vast inland fresh-water sea following 
the glacial epoch; and that in the silt or "slime" of such a sea all pre-existing 
seed would disappear, so that the vegetation that would spring up over the recov
ered land would be only that which seeds transported from distant regions would 
afford, and that this .. was more likely to be herb!\ceous than arboreal." 

Mr. Lesquereux holds that the prairie land was recovered from the borders of 
lakes, rivers, and seas, (fresh or salt), by a process like that Ilxemplmed now on the 
borders of Lake Michigan and the Mississippi, Minnesota and other rivers, in which 
the region becomes, to a great extent, first a flat of shallow waters, and then a 
marsh or bog, and that such soil, or mould, owing to the nature of the moss, Con
fervas, Characere, etc., which grow in stagnant waters and contribute to it, becomes 
next, as a matter of course, covered with sedges and grass. This resulting mould, 
he observes on p. 318, partakes "as much of the nature of peat as of that of true 
humus;" it is .. impregnated with a large proportion of ulmic acid, produced by the 
slow decomposition, mostly under water, of aquatic plants j" and .. tbe acid of this 
soil, by its particularly antiseptic properties, promotes the growth of a group of 
plants mostly herbaceous," while the want of a free access of oxygen is unfavor
able to trees. .He adds, "of all the trees, the tamarac is the only species which, in 
our northern climate, can grow on a peaty ground." 

This explanation is stated to cover almost all cases of natural prairies,-those 
"between the base of the Rocky Mountains and the Mississippi," the "Platas of 
the Paraguay and Madeyra," the "Pampas of Brazil," "the desert plains of the 
westeru salt lakes;' while in "the natural meadows of Holland," "the plains on 
the shores of the North Sea and the Baltic," "the vast steppes of the Caspian," 
etc., etc., there are "the same appearances, and the pame results of a general iden
tical action, modmed ouly by local and mostly climatic circumstances." 
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294 J. D. Dana on the Origin of Prairies. 

any way due to the dryness of the climate is unnoticed except 
with the endeavor to set it aside. 

The writer, in his Manual of Geology, makes, on the con
trary, the degree of moisture the most influential of all causes 
that tend to determine either the presence of forests or absence 
of prairies. This idea, although not claimed as original with 
him,' is the result in his mind of original observations made in 
various parts of the world; and he proposes briefly to state some 
of the facts in its favor which he has noticed. 

On arriving, in 1839, oft'the north side of the island of Tahiti, 
one of the first of the Pacific islands visited by the Exploring 
Expedition under Capt. Wilkes, it was a matter of much sur
prise that the land, so famed for its tropical fertility and beauty, 
was bare of trees over the lower ten or fifteen hundred feet of 
its slopes, the forest trees being confined-the valleys excepted
to regions above this limit. The explanation was at once sug
gested-that the bare backs forming the sloping surface that lay 
between the valleys were too dry for trees, in contrast with the 
region higher up, which was one of very frequent clouds, mists 
and rains. The existence of forests in the valleys stretching 
down below the limit accorded with the explanation; for there 
the declivities were dripping with moisture coming out from be
tween the nearly horizontal layers of the rocks, besides being 
the courses of many streamlets from the moister region above, 
and the route of all its rills. Observations afterwards made 
on the ascent of one of the lofty summits of the island, and on 
other excursions, confirmed this inference. Over the bare slopes 
there were no marshy areas; and there was positive proof in 
the structure of the island, the dip of the rocks beneath being 
al ways seaward, and in the nature of the surface, that there 
never had been snch areas; while on the upper slopes, where 
moisture was abundant, and the ground often boggy, trees were 
of luxuriant growth. 

Similar facts were observed on other Pacific Islands. One of 
them, Upolu, of the Navigator group, "was covered through
out with forests j or rather it was one dense forest from the ex
treme east to the west end, and from the water's edge to the very 
summit of the most rugged peaks. The natives had spread 
their cocoanut groves and bread fruit trees along the shores, 
but in many places the line of forests remained yet unbroken. 
Shrubbery and sugar cane covered some parts of the lower de
clivities, but there was nowhere a spot of pasture land." Par
allel with this condition "the island is in general well-watered. 

• Among authors who have advocated this view, Professor Guyot may here be 
mentioned; and since the preparation of this paper, the writer has learned that 
this eminent physical geographer has in hand a memoir on the connection between 
the distribution of forests over the world and that of moisture and the causes of the 
latter. 
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There is scarcely a day without low and heavy clouds about the 
summits of the mountains. Many streams of moderate size flow 
down both sides of the island to the sea, and numerous fountains 
gush out along the shores." 

Again at the Feejee Islands" luxuriant forests cover the ele
vated parts of the ridges where the frequent rains and more fre
quent mists and clouds afford them the necessary moisture," 
while lower down, "the slopes, especially to leeward, are cov
ered with grass; II "the forest vegetation descends lower on tho 
eastern declivities because they are well supplied with moisture 
from the trade winds-the rain of the southeastern side of Viti 
Lebu at least trebling that of the opposite side.'" 

The rocks at the Navigators and the Feejees are of volcanic 
or igneous origin, like those of Tahiti, and similar to the latter 
in composition and structure. 

On the western coast of America the distribution of trees was 
found to sustain the same view, as the writer has already ex
plained in this Journal." Oregon1 along the sea·border, over a 
breadth of 15 to 25 miles, is mostly covered with forests made 
up of large evergreens, some of the trees being 300 feet in 
height and 50 in girt; and the heavy sea-mists extend inland for 
about the same distance, covering the land the greater part of 
the time, even through the period of the summer droughts. 
And on the ascent of the Columbia, there is usually in summer 
a sudden transition from the mist region to that of clear brazen 
skies. Residing, in July 184:1, at Astoria, within 20 miles of 
the mouth of the river, for three weeks we had hardly one day 
clear throughout j and for the following month, at Fort V an
couver, 100 miles from its mouth, we hardly saw a cloud the 
whole time, and the lofty peaks of St. Helen's and Hood were 
generally without a cloud to their very top, indicating the dry
ness of the climate over this interior region. 

Beyond the forest border of Oregon, to the eastward, the 
plains and rolling hills, as those of the Willammet region, are 
bare of trees, excepting a sparse scattering of oaks, and lines of 
trees on the borders of the rivers, and along the slope bet,ween 
the upper and lower alluvial fiat or terrace. But the hIgher 
hills, above one or two thousand feet in elevation, are largely 
forest·covered; for these, owing to their height and coolness, 
condense some of the moisture remaining in the sea-winds, and 
have, compared with the plains below, a moist soil, and the 
moisture which falls naturally descends along the surface. Far
ther east, beyond the Cascade Range of mountains, the dryness 
of the climate is more extreme, and the forests fail altogether 

• Exploring Expedition Geological Report by the Author. (4to. ]849), p. 314. 
• Same Report, pp. 339, 340. 
• For details see same Report, and also this Journal, [2]. vii, 38'7-394, 1849. 
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except on the high mountains; and at a point on the Columbia 
river, about 250 miles from its mouth, there is the LL last tree" 
on its banks-the region beyond being seemingly too dry even 
for the growth of the usual river-bank line of cottonwood. 

Thus the fact of a connection between the prevalence of 
moisture and forests, or of dryness and prairies, seemed to the 
writer most evident; and it appeared to be a causal connection. 

To the southward, in the Sacramento region, and along the 
coast, a similar system of facts was, later, observed. The dry
ness of the climate, as is well known, increases southward j the 
average annual amount of rain along the coast of Oregon is 50 to 
60 inches; at San Francisco, California, according to Gibbons, but 
22 inches; and farther south on the coast, at the beginning of 
the California peninsula, but 10 inches. So the forest region of 
the sea-border narrows southward, failing on the lower lands 
before reaching San Francisco, and only to be found on the 
higher hills and mountains where cold and elevation secure 
moisture from the passing winds; and in the peninsula of Lower 
California, the mountains even are bare. 

In the latitude of San Francisco, and farther south, the Sierra 
Nevada is generally bare below a line three to four thousand 
feet above the sea, except in the valleys; above this line there 
are nearly unbroken forests j and it is stated that 50 to 75 per 
cent more of rain falls on these mountains than on the Sacra
mento prairie plains at their western foot. The eastern slope of 
the Sierra is much drier than the western; and although forests 
extend nearly to the same line, they are less dense and consist 
of smaller trees. 

The forests, as has been said, reach far down many of the 
valleys; for the stratification of the rocks leads often to an 
oozing out of subterranean waters; and sometimes these forests 
stretch out over the plains below, or form isolated patches in 
them. The Sacramento plains, which are a score or more of 
miles in width, are ordinarily covered with grass in scattered 
tufts, like those of the Willammet, and have in some parts sim
ilar .. oak-openings." But in one spot, near Feather River, we 
observed ahead, with some surprise, a thickly-planted grove of 
oaks. The surprise was removed, on reaching the spot, by 
finding that tbe soil below was for some reason quite moist j 
sufficient to make the grass of the region green, although over 
the rest of the plain it was then (in November) as dry, and to 
all appearances as dead, as hay. As the moisture gradually di
minished around the borders of the area, the trees were corres
pondingly more and more widely spaced, and the grass shaded 
off into the prevailing hay-color. 

Other personal observations made abroad might here be mnn
tioned.But we may pass to some well known facts nearer 
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home which equally sustain the view that forests belong to 
moist climates, and prairies to those that are comparatively dry. 

As America is the moist continent, and correspondingly the 
forest continent of the globe, as styled by Guyot, so North 
America itself graduates from forest to prairie land, or the re
verse, in parallelism with the variations in moisture. In the 
United States forests originally prevailed with almost unbroken 
continuity over the parts which receive the greatest amount of 
rain with the least amount of evaporation, and prairies or semi. 
deserts where the amount is small. Over the eastern portion of 
the continent, from the Gulf states to Labrador, including the 
most of New Englancl and N ew York, the Atlantic states, and 
all of Tennessee and Kentuck.y, the annual fall of rain is 40 to 45 
inches or more; while in Michigan, the state which has afforded 
many of the facts appealed to by both Professor Winchell and Mr. 
Lesquereux, it is only 30ioches;6 in a large part of Ohio, Inoiana 
and TIlinois, and in New York toward the St. Lawrence, it is 33 
to 40; and beyond the Mississippi west of Kansas and Iowa, it is 
25 to 15, and even 10 inches. Parallel with the increase of dry. 
ness, as all know, there is an increase in the dominance of prairie 
land; and the ,Prairies, where the dryness is most extreme, grad. 
uate into semI' deserts. Such facts seem surely to prove that 
natural prairies have some kind of relation to dryness of climate, 
and that moisture has as much to do with the prevalence of 
forests. 

Over the moister region of New York, and much of New 
England and other portions of the country, it is common to find 
not only the hills and upper alluvial plains (or upper terraces of 
the valleys) covered with forests, where they are still in a state 
of nature, but even the lower flats bordering the rivers. The 
writer spent his early life at Utica, N. Y., in the Mohawk valley; 
and facts sustaining this remark are well exhibited all along 
that region. Forests still cover some parts of the lower flats, 
although they have been mostly cut away for purposes of culti· 
vation i and they continue north and south over the upper ter
races and on over the high hills. The writer was through the 
valley the past summer, and observed forest patches on the 
lower fiats (or, where the forests are gone, the old stumps,) at 
several places between Utica and Herkimer, over the Herkimer 
flats, between Herkimer and Little Falls, between Little Falls 
and Johnsville, and also east of Johnsville. These forest 
patches have generally been left where they occur because these 
places were too moist or swampy for cultivation, or required 
more draining than the value of the land seemed to warrant. 

West of Utica, near Oriskany, there are large bogs which are 
so wet the year around that they are hardly penetrable unless 

• See Blodget's Rain Chart, J.:rmy Meteorological Register. 4to, 1855. 
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when frozen over in winter; and still they are covered with 
t\J1ests. 

The soil of these lower fiats is often the finest of silt, such as 
naturally belongs to bogs and lakes; and varies from this on 
one side to peat, and on the other to sandy loam; and that of 
the upper terraces and hills varies from sandy loam to gravel 
and the coarsest and hardest of drift-material. Yet all these 
different kinds of soil are covered alike with forests. There are 
small lakes or ponds with their borders of rushes and sedge, 
swamps, peat bogs, and river bottoms, like those described by 
Mr. Lesquereux ; but none of the swamps, peat bogs and river 
bottoms, with small exceptions, have become, or show a tend
ency to become prairies by natural change, however acid or 
unfavorable for trees the soil may be. The passage is in general 
from swamp to forest instead of from swamp to prairie. 

Dr. Asa Gray, in a recent letter to the writer dated Sauquoit, 
N. Y., which is in the vicinity of the Mohawk Valley, observes 
that in the transformation of the bogs of that region (which in 
part have rush-bordered lakes at centre) to forest land, the tree 
that in his observation comes farthest out into the bog is uni
formly the Larch, young trees growing on verJ shaky treacher
ous bog; but that, according to J. A. Paine, Jr., an able bot
anist of Utica, in the North Woods Black Spruce extends out 
as far as the larch. The next tree to the larcb, and not far 
behind it, is the Arbor-vitce, (Thuja occidentalis) ; the next Black 
Ash; the next lkd Maple, (Acer rubrum) j then, as it grows 
drier, B'l,TCh,. then Elm, (Ulmus .Americana). Alder, which 
runs out on the bog almost as far as the larch, is not here 
counted, it being regarded as a shrub. The" Cedar" (Arbor
vitre) swamps, which are the remnants of the very extellsive 
ones of Parishhill and Sangerfield, and from which the cedar 
has been cut out, and which are gradually drying, are already 
becoming filled with black ash, with a sprinkling of red maple, 
and especially of elm. 

The great lake regions of Maine afford facts of similar import. 
I cite the following from observations made the last summer, at 
the suggestion of the writer, by Prof. A, E. Verrill, of Norway 
in Maine, (now of Yale College), and communicated by him 
(from Westport, N. Y., on Lake Champlain,) for this article: 

"The points which I had in view in my observations were the following: 
1st, the succession of vegetation as a lake changes to a swamp, and then 
to dry land; 2nd. when swamps become permanently flooded what 
changes occur in the vegetation j 3d, when lakes 01' swamps are dl'ained 
what effects al'e produced; 4th, whether natl1ral meadows are ever pro
duced in our climate, and uuder what circumstances will grass or trees 
flourish best. 

There are in Maine abundant opportunities for studying almost every 
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change which can occur independent of climate in the vegetation of the 
lake margins, swamps, and meadows, both recent aud ancient, 

Near Norway I found a lake, one part of which has been gradually 
changing to a bog, and presenting all gradations f,'om the open lake to a 
comparatively d,'y swamp, Approaching the bog. the water becomes 
shoal and the bottom is composed of black, soft vegetable mud of great 
depth, the surface of the mud supporting a variety of aquatic plant..q in 
patches. In still sboaler water clumps of sedges and rushes appear col
lecting around old stumps, driftwood, &c., and at the same point there 
are spots where various Ericaceous sbrubs (such as Andromeda polifolia, 
Kalmia glauca, Cas8andl'a calyclllata, Ledlllll palustre, &c,). with the 
Alder (Alnus incana) begin to fo,'m dense patches of shrubbery bog
land. Back of this these patches begin to blend, and other species are 
added to the shrubs, while the drift logs, &c" give support to an abund
ance of sphagnum and herbaceous plants, allll now trees of Al'bor-vitre 
and Swamp-ash begin to find support, first taking root apparently on the 
old logs overgrown with vegetation and covered with mould, but the roots 
extend downward into the soft mud and water. Both these trees will 
grow where their roots, and even the bases of their trunks, are continually 
bathed in water. Farther back in the swamp these two trees become 
larger and more dense, and are mixed with fir, ald61', larch, and an oc
casional white-pine and hemlock; the latter, however, only becomes 
common upon the drier borders of the swamp. The red maple also often 
grows in these swamps, in the firmer spots. Many other shrubs also 0c

cur, such as &hodora Canadensis, Kalmia anguBtifolia, Vaccinum (several 
species), Myrica Gale, &c. The entire assemblage constitutes a dense 
forest with thick underbrush. Some of the Arbor-vitre grow to a diam
eter of three feet, and the Ash to 15 or 18 inches, in the wettest parts. 

The final condition of this kind of swamp may be seen in another 
place a few miles distant, where an extensive meadow has been formed by 
clearing a portion of such a swamp in a farther advanced stage, and par
tially draining it. This has been cleared about fifty years. It was form
erly covered by a forest similar to that described, and some portions still 
remain in the original condition. Other palts that have been neglected 
have grown up to thickets of alder, white bit'ch, American aspen, and 
other trees. The grassy portion covers 300 acres, or more, and in many 
parts is still quite wet and soft. The soil is composed of peat and muck 
which in many places has been penetrated to the depth of 6 or 8 feet, 
and is doubtless deeper in some parts, On some patches of low clayey 
soil, originally islands or low points of land, there are dense thickets of 
larch. 

In the same region there is another extensive meadow surrounded by 
high, well defined banks of drift material, often terraced, and forming 
apparently the bottom of an ancient lake at the close of the Drift period. 
The lower parts of this basin are occupied by extensive swamps, similar 
to those already described, while other parts, composed of sandy soil and 
somewhat higher, were originally covered with a heavy forest of Pine. 
There is no evidence that grass ever grew upon any part of it until 
cleared by man. 

I have observed some cases where lands have been flowed by means of 
dams at the outlets of lakes. In these cases, those trees, even of swamp-
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ash and arbor-vitre, which have their trunks submerged to the depth of 
two or three feet are inval'iably killed after some time. 

I have met with but two cases of lakes recently drained. In one of 
these, a heavy crop of grass was produced the first year, chiefly of "blue
joint," if I remember rightly, but in subsequent years the lake bottom 
grew up with great rapidity to a thicket of alder, willow, poplar, &c. 

In the other case, coarse grass, sedges and other herbaceous plants pre
vailed for a year or two but very soon gave place to a rank growth of 
various forest trees, including alder, white birch, willow, poplar, red 
maple, &c.-the alder and willow growing most J·apidly. I have no 
reason for supposing that the trees did not vegetate the first year; they 
became conspicuous as they grew higher than the grass and other herba
ceous plants. 

All of the phenomena observed in Maine also appear in this region. 
On the coast of Labrador, and especially at Anticosti, very extensive 

peat-bogs occur under similar circumstances. On the southeastern side 
of Anticosti there is a bog bordering the coast for 70 or 80 miles, and 
often 7 or 8 miles wide, composed of peat of considerable thickness where 
exposed by the encroachment of the sea. In the midst of these bogs 
there are often small lakes or pools of stagnant water. The surface of 
the bogs or heaths is covered thickly by sphagnum and by a variety of 
Ericaceous shrubs. Vaccinum, (several species), Kalmia, Rhodora, Le
dum, Rubus, Chamremorus, &0., abound. Occasionally in the shallow 
pools and in wet depressions there are patches of sedges and coarse 
grasses i but dense clumps of alder, larch and other trees occur scattered 
over the surface, while immediately about the shores of the lakes there 
are usually dense thickets of these trees mingled with some spruce and 
white-birch (canoe birch). The last two trees form the chief part of 
the forests away from the bogs. In no case llave I observed patches of 
grassy land occurring naturally of any considerable extent away from 
the immediate sea-shore. But the coast of Anticosti is everywhere 
fringed by a belt of coarse grass, (Elymus mollis, &c.,) mingled with 
various flowering plants. This belt sometimes widens into large patches 
at the mouths of streams. 

The smaller low islands that are occasionally swept by the spray, usu
al1y support a dense growth of the same gra.'!ses and herbs, but the 
higher islands, as well as those of larger size, are covered by thickets of 
spruce, fir, larch and birch. 

From these facts you can draw whatever conclusion you may think 
justifiable i but I think it evident that in our climate trees will invariably 
vegetate in the wettest soil and even displace grass where it has all'eady 
become established." 

The facts described by Prof. Verrill are so full and explicit in 
favor of the possibility of lakes, peat-lands and swamps, passing 
at times directly to forest land, that it is unnecessary to cite 
additional observations. 

In this connection it is important to note some of the condi
tions essential to the self-propagation of trees. We mention a 
few well-known facts: 
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a. Elms, maples, and other shade trees drop their fruit pro· 
fuselyover a grass·covered lawn, and yet none take root. The 
grass prevents the seeds for the most part from reaching the 
soil j or if washed into it by rains, the pre-occupation by the 
grass hinders their development. 

h. But along the sides of an earth-made path, and in shaded 
places, as near a fence or hedge, a crop of young plants will 
often spring up. 

c. These young plants, as the writer has observed about his 
own grounds, die off during an ordinary summer's drought. 
Only those which spring up where the earth is kept moist by 
the shade and the position is one favorable for perpetuated 
moisture, and those which fall into the open and enriched soil 
of a garden, will stand the usual summer's drought and live. 

d. The simple fact is that the roots of most trees are slender 
and rather sparingly branched, and the leaves also are few j and 
unless they have a chance to strike deep before a drought, down 
to depths where there is permanent moisture, and take consider
able expansion at such depths, they are cut off by the dry 
season. Even if a peculiarly wet summer favors the seedlings 
so that they get a year's start, the drought of the following year 
is almost sure to cut them down. 

In view of the facts we believe we are safe in deducing the 
following conclusions: 

1. A prevalence of moisture is connected directly with a preva
lence of forests.-This is exhibited in the distribution of forests 
over the surface of the continent j on mountains; down the val· 
leys of mountains, where outcropping layers bring moisture 
to the surface; along the slopes dividing the alluvial terraces of 
many prairie regions, where moisture oozes out for the same 
reason-the stratification of the alluvium j over many prairie 
plains when they are unusually moist; and along the banks of 
rivers, which feel even the narrow fogs that may overlie the 
stream. 

To avoid misapprehension of this statement it should be con
sidered that this moist condition is not proportioned necessarily 
to the annual fall of rain and snow. For the mists which pre· 
vail throughout the year along some sea-coasts, and in some 
mountainous regions, may not drop balf the amount of moisture 
in a year that descends through rain anel snow in other regions, 
and still be vastly more favorable for forests. The mist keeps 
the ground al ways moist. The rains, on the contrary, may de· 
scend plentifully during half the year and give a large number 
of inches of fall, and yet be followed by a season of drought 
unfavorable to forests. Moreover, a large part of the waters of 
rivers flow off in the streams to distant regions j while the more 
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gently distilling mists keep the ground thoroughly wet, and lose 
much less by running off. Hence, the regions of the greatest 
fall of moisture on a rain-chart do not necessarily correspond 
with those of the greatest extent of forests. The area of even 
"45 inches" over the United States is not necessarily, therefore, 
an area throughout of forests. 

Again, the effects of the falls of moisture in the shape of rain 
mists, &c. depend much on the heat of the region, because of 
the consequent difference in evaporation. With a cool climate, 
like that of the coast of Oregon, there is comparatively little 
evaporation, and the moisture lies long in the soil. But the 
same moisture, from the same kind of mists, on a coast like that 
of Peru should produce much less effect. Forty inches of rain 
in a year about a mountainous region, or in a cool climate, would 
have far greater effect toward keeping the soil moist than in 
those low lands which lie in the same latitudes in the Missis
sippi valley. It has been stated that the amount of rain-fall in 
the Sierra Nevada is 50 to 75 p. c. more than in the Sacramento 
and Joachim plain on the east; but the effect of this moisture 
on vegetation is vastly greater than this on account of the cooler 
climate of the heights. 

2. In a moist region soils of all kinds not unde1' water may be
come forest-covered, from the finest silt to the coarsest and loosest 
gravel, from the sourest marsh mud and drying peat swamp to the 
most fertile alluvium.-This is shown through eastern North 
America, and has been illustrated by reference to facts in the 
States of New York and Maine. 

Yet, where there is only a moderate supply of moisture, the 
different kinds of soil will manifest their differences in unlike 
productiveness in trees. The loose gravel is quick to feel 
droughts; the clayey soil much less so; the best vegetable 
mould still less so. The fact that trees will not grow over soils 
permanently submerged does not require us to admit that when 
the same region has become comparatively dry the soil is still 
unfit for trees. When, on the first recovery of the land, grass 
takes possession of the surface, forests, in moist regions, may 
soon spread and dispossess it. 

3. Grass-regions may encroach on forest-regions, or the reverse, 
according to the dryness or moistness of the country.-Where the 
ground is permanently moist, the meadow seldom makes progress 
against the trees. Thus the line of forest which covers the slope 
lying between two terraces, so striking a feature in some prairie 
regions, holds its place notwithstanding the grass of the prairie 
plain above, and of that below it. 

But if the old forest covers dry soil, the grass, or its precurs
ors in other plants, may gradually make an undergrowth among 
the nearer trees, and thus commence encroachment. Droughts 
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do not destroy the grass, while they do the seedlings of the 
trees j and when, under such conditions, the old trees die, they 
die without successors. The encroachment is the slow work of 
centuries, because the standing trees are not injured by such an 
undergrowth. They live out their life·time, if left to nature, and 
only when they die does the meadow·surface complete itself. 

The forest, as has been explained, cannot ordinarily encroach 
on the prairie. But if a prairie, through any change of circum
stances, becomes permanently wet, so decidedly so as to weaken 
the grass, but not a region of permanent water, then the forest 
has its chance for encroach men t. 

4. .lf moistness, then, is especially favorable to the growth of for
ests, a change in the moistness of a region occasioned by geological 
events would be attended by a change in the adaptedness to such 
growth.-The Champlain epoch of the Post·tertiary, when por
tions of the continent over the higher latitudes were much de
pressed, (in many parts 300 to 400 feet), and the more southern 
much les.."l so, and when the great upper terrace fiats of our lakes 
and rivers, often many miles in width, were made, was a time 
of warmer climate over the continents than the present, as the 
distribution of the terrestrial ani mal life of the era proves." 

It was, also, as the same terraces and the raised beaches prove, 
an era of wider expanse of lakes and rivers over the land. It 
was, therefore, in all probability, an era of moister climate 
over these regions than now. This being so, it was an era emi
nently favorable for the growth and extension of forests, when 
trees would have taken possession of the dry land not under 
water j that is, wherever it was not too dry, as even then was prob
ably true of the far west. Now, after this Champlain epoch of de
pression, an elevation of the land began, bringing the continent 
up toward its present level, causing a change of climate to one 
of greater coolness and dryness, draining extensive regions that 
had been under water, and drying moist areas. Consequently, 
there would have been, from the beginniug of this change, a 
tendency to a narrowing of the forest regions; and, with such a 
tendency, an actual narrowing would, in one region or another, 
have begun. 

As the various parts of the continent would have differed hy
grometrically during the Champlain epoch in the same way as 
now, the great dense forests of the continent, on this side of the 
Rocky Mountains, would have then, as now, covered the eastern 
portions, and the great treeless regions would have been beyond 
the Mississippi. Any subsequent extension of the prairies that 
accompanied the approach to the present era and condition 
would, therefore, have been from the west toward the east. 
The prairies would have gradually stretched their bare surfaces 

6 See the author's Manual of Geology, pages 54'7 to 56'7. 
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along the rivers, and made their winding way eastward among 
forest-clad hills, wherever the dryness of the soil most favored 
them. There would thus have been a slow yielding of the soil 
to plants that could hold their places in spite of droughts. 

At the same time the new-made lands about drying bogs, 
lake shores, etc. would have taken their vegetation from the ad
joining regions; the kind being determined by the dryness or 
moistness of the region through the year; by the nature of the 
vegetation that was most accessible with its seeds; by the char
acter of the soil; or, if either the dryness of the climate, or its 
moistness, were great, very largely by this one element alone, 
the dryness determining the absence of trees in spite of all 
other conditions, and the moistness their presence. Accordingly, 
there are interminable forests in Eastern America, interminable 
prairies on the slopes of the Rocky Mountains, and in the region 
between an intermingling of forests and prairies. 

The species of the Post-tertiary trees, as may be concluded 
from the observations on buried fragments, were probably iden
tical for the most part, if not wholly, with those now existing, 
(as is true also of the species of invertebrate animal life). Our 
forests of modern trees date, beyond reasonable doubt, from this 
remote Post-tertiary era. Their distribution began then, and 
in accordance with the favoring conditions of the soil and cli
mate. At the present time, we have the distribution of that era 
as it has become after being modified by the effects of subse
quent changes of level and of climate. 

But the modifications from these causes are, even now, far 
from being completed. As is well known, there are extensive 
forest regions where the soil and climate are so dry that if the 
trees were cut away they would not be able to re-establish 
themselves. A conformity between the distribution of trees 
and the climate is, consequently, only partially accomplished. 
Any cause that destroys the trees of a region, be it tempest, fire, 
or other agency, helps on this progress. 

The prairies of the Willammet, and in part those of the Sac
ramento, and also many east of the Rocky Mountains, have now 
their "oak.openings," or surfaces scattered over with oaks, 15 to 
20 or so, to an acre. But these trees may once have been in 
thick groves, as they are now clustered near Feather River, in 
the Sacramento region. (p.296.) 

A continent, or a large portion of it, cannot pass from a con
dition of greater to one of less moisture without ultimately ex
hibiting it in the distribution of its forests and prairies. 

It is, therefore, no objection to the theory here propounded, 
that forests, when cut down, do not, iflert to nature, always re
sume their places, but give way to meadows. The times since 
the original planting are changed, and meadows are on the in
crease from natllral causes, as well as through the agency of man. 




